Solution structure of the aqueous model peptide N-methylacetamide.
Classical molecular dynamics simulations of aqueous N-methylacetamide (NMA) have been performed across a concentration range at 308 K. This peptidic fragment molecule is a useful model for investigating water/peptide hydrogen bond competition. The simulations predict considerable NMA self-association even at low concentrations with a concentration-dependent increase in the ratio of branched to linear clusters. Water-mediated NMA contacts are a feature of this regime, manifested by an unexpected increase in the number of short NMA oxygen contacts arising from water bridge motifs. In contrast, bulk water structure is significantly disrupted by the addition of even small quantities of NMA. With increases in NMA concentration water molecules become progressively more isolated, forming dimers and trimers hydrogen-bonded to NMA. The mixture in this concentration regime may therefore offer a minimal model system for certain structural properties of interior water buried in protein cavities and hydrogen-bonded to mainchain peptide groups.